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CORRECTION
The Poetry page of the July 1985 issue of
PRIMARY POINT omitted the very im

portant information that these poems
(translations from Rainer Maria Rilke) were
taken from Stephen Mitchell's "Sonnets to

Orpheus," scheduled to be published by
Simon & Schuster in October 1985. Our sin
cere apologies to Stephen Mitchell.

Time is the least thing we have of.
ErnestHemingwayl
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RETREAT
PROGRAMS

at the

GENESEE VA�LEY
ZEN CENTER

in

SPRINGWATER, NY

The Genesee Valley Zen Cen
ter has just completed con

struction of a retreat center

on 220 acres of land in upstate
New York.

.

We offer 7-day retreats with
Toni Packer.Ionger-terrn resi

dencies and work programs
in a secluded country setting.
Please write for details.

The GVZC was created in

1982 when Toni Packer left
the Buddhist tradition in which
she had been teaching in order
to work in an atmosphere
free of religious symbols, rit-,
uals and authority.

Tapes of Toni Packer's talks as

well as copies of her book See

ing Withollt K'lOwing are avail
able for purchase, Contact the

Genesee Valley Zen Center
P,O. Box 208

Springwater, NY 14560

(716) 669-2141
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ENLIGHTENMENT IS NOT LIKE A BRILLIANT IDEA

Open Mon-Fri 9:00 - 5:30: Sat. 10 - 5

"Our experiflnC9CJ agents
can save you time,

money ana trouble,"

Berl�eley's
Nort]lsidc Travel

This article bv Master Da Free John lI'as

sent to us bv Ken Stateman or l.aughing
Man magazine and Dawn Horse Press, 1\1'11

studied with Zen Master Seung Sahli ,/(11'
two years in 1977-78 and recentlv published
an interview with him in l.aughing Mall.
We hope our readers will enjov Master
John's article, capitalizations and all, and
see how uncannily similar to Zen reaching it

is.
Ken sent us the following biographical

notes: "Da Free John was horn Frahklin
Albert Jones into a middle class family in

Jamaica, NY in 1939. He was illumined at

birth and awakened into full enlightenment
31 years later. Soon after his God-realiza
tion, he was moved to teach others- and
transmit to them the condition oj "the
heart,

"
or the transcendent reality in which

everything inheres.
Da Free John has described his life as an

"experiment" in which 'he tested Efverv pos
sible experience and found that none con

tained the ultimate truth. He discovered
that by his search he obstructed the truth
that was his natural condition-and that of
all human beings. Thus, his life adventure

provides a demonstration oj his radical

message that truth can only be realized pre
sently and not attained by any means.
He has instructed students jor 12 years,

and the wisdom he imparts has been re

corded and distilledin 40 volumes. He has
established an entire culture and teach ing
clarifying and serving the means whereby
anyone with serious interest can enter into
the process ojspiritual transformation.

;,

ZEN MOUNTAIN CENTER OF NEW YORK!
DOSHINJIMONASI'ERYi$ a traditional Zen '1'raining
Moncutery for monka, nuns, and lay practitioners.
Located on a 200-acre nature sanctuary in New York'. '

Catskill Mountains, Doahinji offers ongoins:

by Da Free John

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: I have been

asking people questions all week based on

this consideration of Ignorance, I have in
volved myself profoundly, and yet when I
ask a question that is directed at the heart
of it all, the response is, "I don't know."
These "I don't knows" do not amount to

this Ignorance I am talking about. People
have yet to Realize their Ignorance. When I

ask them to elaborate on their response,
they always have more to say. There is al

ways more knowledge, hiding, lurking,
ready to trample the unsuspecting Infinite
at any moment. (Laughter.)
Knowledge sells. There are all kinds of

amusements to be- played. I r you 'have a

really good amusement that you know no

body else really knows too much about, you
package it. That is knowledge. Ignorance is
an entirely different matter. Nobody has
ever thought of promoting it before, which
shows how odd I really am. (Laughing
wildly.) Nevertheless, this is what I pro

pose. (Laughing.)
Perhaps somebody has thought of all this

before, but have they ever been Ignorant of
it? (Laughter.ITo have thought of it is to

know something, but to realize that you are

completely Ignorant of it is an entirely dif'
ferent matter in which even the speaker is
confounded. Now, why do you suppose all
of this has been obvious to me and not to

vou? How is it possible? There is no way

I S �4 Euclid Avenue' Berke ley. California
/
/ (-+ 1 'i) 843-1000
/

I BUDDHIST CULTURAL FORUM
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A quarterly journal dedicated to promoting spiritual culture
and practice in the nuclear age, The journal is devoted to the
Way of Wisdom and Enlightenment through the practice of
Buddhist meditation, and seeks to serve as a vehicle for
social expression and action. As Buddhists we are concerned
with peace in the world, the spiritual awakening of all be
ings, and encounter with different cultures and religions. It
has been the traditional Buddhist attitude towards all to pro
mote friendliness and harmony even at our own sacrifice,
and, to transform self and others for new inspiration and
new culture. We uphold this Buddhist spirit of change and
evolution ..

-

you could have known your Ignorance, you
see. You had to be put in an entirely dif
ferent position relative to your knowledge
before you could recognize your Ignorance
to be the foundation and the Truth of your
knowledge, Why was this not obvious,
however? And who could have possibly in

structed me in this? (Master Da chuck les.)
It is not possible at all. I have never been
instructed, and now you are just as Ig
norant as I am. (laughter.) If I had been

instructed, I might know something, but I

have never been instructed, never even

_lived, and yet somehow I am here.

STUDENT: Master, does this Realization
not require any attention at all?

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: No, it 'does
not mean anything, however meaningful it
may appear to be. There is nothing to be
known about it.

STUDENT: Right. (Laughter.)

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Have you
been Ignorant of all this all of this time? Do
you know anything about it? Do you Real
ize this Ignorance to be exactly what you
are? When you are simply being that, com
pletely Ignorant, you are not un-Happy, are
you? Not at all. There is no possibility of
being un-Happy in that case. You are com

pletely Ignorant of the possibility of un

Happiness. (Addressing another student)
Do you see this?

STUDENT: No, Master.
Continued on next page

ZEN TRAINING

• Residential Program
• IntensiveMediJalion Retreats eachmonth

(Sesshin)

• Hermitages and �olita'ry Retreats
• Annual90-DaySpring TrainingRetreat

(March-June)
• Training in Zen Arts & Martial Arts

• Teacher in Residence

ZEN MOUNTAIN CENTER
OF NEW YORK

Doshinji Monastery,

I
Box 197PMt. Tremper, NY 12457 (914) 688-2228

EXQUISITE BATIK
TAPESTRIES

Wide Selection of

Spiritual and Nature Subjects
Selected From

Some of India's and Sri Lanka's
.
Finest Batik Artists.

Large Tapestries' and Smaller Wall Hangings

To subscribe, remit $lS/yr. ($28/2 yr.)
by cheque or M.O. in U.S. funds to: Spring Wind, 46 Gwynne Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario M6K 2C3, Canada. Include your name and filII mailing address with

postal code. Spring Wind is published by tile Zen Lotus Society, a non-proiit
religious organization.

For Beautiful
FULL COLOR CATALOGUE

Send $2,00 to
World Citizen& Peace Catalogue

P.O. BOll: 40448 -;P.
Albuquerque, NM 87 J96

Custom Orders will also be taken.

Retreat cabins, and lodge
for groups, for rent i�
the woods of western Mass

achusetts. Hood heat, no

electricity. �ineral
springs. Cabins: �12 per
day, $100 per month,Oct.

I to May. Reserve now for·
185-'86. Hrite Temenos,
star Rte., ShuteBbu�J,MA
01072, or leave message
at (413)253-9281.
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MASTER DA FREE JOHN: You do not?
You are Ignorant of it entirely. is that it? appears in many forms. Ignorance is just

one of the versions of it.
Since you have learned nothing this even

ing there will be nothing to remember to
morow, except perhaps to consider this Ar

gument in summary. I havealways told you
that there is no experience, no path. I al

ways told you this. I am not saying anything
different now, am I?
When you Realize that this Ignorance is

the same as Consciousness, when you com

pletely Realize this Ignorance, then every-
thing begins zo become Obvious in a re-

THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT is markable way. Enlightenment is not a matter
the most ecstatic, most profound, of quieting 'the mind. It has nothing to do

most complete, most radical, and most with any of those conventional processes. It

comprehensive single spiritual text
has nothing to do with any process at all.
You may be thinking right now, but that

ever to be penned and confessed by the has nothing to do with this Ignorance. In

Human-Transcendental Spirit." the midst of your thinking you still know

KEN WILBER nothing about what anything, including
vour thinking is.

editor. The Holographic Paradigm
and Other Paradoxes Your fundamental position, then, is al-.

STUDENT: Yes. author. Quantom Questions, etc. ways one of not knowing what anything is,
Heart-Master Da Free John complete Ignorance, Even when you know

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Good. It is about something, you are 5;ompletely Ig-
easy to Enlighten people, impossible to "This hook is lot gift of unparalleled importance. It very likely norant of both the knowing and the thing
make them change. (Laughter.) If Realizing marks the beginning of what it means to be a human being . . THE itself. Knowledge has nothing whatever to
one's Ignorance depended on change, on a transformed." DAWN HORse do with you. You arenot something that has
capacity for effort of any kind, Ignorance HERBERT LONG, Th.D. TESTAMENT. knowledge or requires it. So what is wrong?
would never be Realized. I fit couldbe Real- Former Dean or Students at Harvard Divinity School

Of What is there to be un-Happy about?
ized by effort. it would have to be a kind of 1:!UlRT-M.A5TEJI.t\!,fM;Xl!iN
knowledge. Nothing, however, is required. "It is obvious from all sorts of subtle details that he knows \ STUDENT: Nothing, Master.
Anyone can be Enlightened. It makes no -what IT's all about· ... a rare being."
difference. It makes all the difference. You ALAN'WATTS MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Absolutely.

You see? A certain manliness comes with
could see what a difference it makes. You
do not have to sit under a bodhi tree in In making-this book I have .been meditating Enlightenment because obviously the body

order to Realize Ignorance. I have not Real- everyone, dealing with psychic forces every-
dies, all these changes inevitably occur. En-

ized this by sitting under plants. (Laughter.) here.j II' I'
.. . , . lightenment does not 'change any of that.

were, in a time. t IS a living conversation with P h b
.

d wi h
What difference does it make if you starve er aps y puttermg aroun Wit your ex-

absolutely everyone, personally'." perience 0
.

m t
the body, stuff the body, kundalini the

' y ur circu s ances, -you can

body into distraction and vision, pre-vision,' DA FREE JOHN change it a little bit-that would be arnus-

pre-know, after-know, if you speak it, do _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
ing, or perhaps it would not be. .Decide for

not say 'it, are silent or terribly crude
' yourself. In any case, the changes you may

THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT is available in fine bookstores everywhere,
(laughter)-it makes no difference $15,95 quality paperback. �Ol pages. Published by The Dawn Horse Press. effect have nothing.whatever to do with this

whatsoever and does not lead to this Reali- For more information about The Dawn Horse Testament, Realization. This Realization brings an end'

zation at all. None of your experience leads SEND, FOR A FREE BOOKLET ·1 'to everything altogether and, paradoxically,

.
to it. I have led you to it, whatever it could

.

Mail this coupon or send your name and address tot everything essentially remains.

possibly be. (Laughter.) ,

The Laughing Man Institute. Dept. I 1.750 Adrian Way, San Rafael, CA 94903 Make no assumptions whatsoever about

Enlightenment is not a matter of the point NAME knowledge. Know that you exist as a com- .

finally being made. It is not a concept, a bril- STREET
plete Mystery. That is precisely what you

liant idea. Perhaps at some point, it will are, in fact. It is not that the state you are in

simply be Obvious beyond your possible
CITY STAYt ZIP_'____ must be changed-c-it is Enlightenment.

�a���. Itb�mp�am��[of��� I������������������������������������� Th�bilieecrct. Y�ee? Itoouldnru

, zing it. After all i� said and done, you do r
_..possibly be otherwise ..

not .know what anything is. Yoir are com- There really is not anything else to real-
,

. pletely Ignorant, and nothing that has a- ize, once this Ignorance 'is fully Realized.
MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Good! I su- STUDENT: Yes, Master. ..Qr do I?

risen in your mind or experience has ever When it is fully Realized this becomes a
spected as much. In saying all of this I have MASTER, DA FREE JOHN: Do you

-

at'

been knowledge. Therefore, consider that complete Mystery. Nothing can be known
not known anything whatsoever. least know that you know nothing about it?

and do what you will. about the process of that Realization, but Therefore, how could you know anything This is true, is it not? That is why the Argu
more as a result of listening to 'me? You do

Do you understand what I am saying? you can consider this Argument in its var- ment must be reconsidered constantly: be-

You do not understand it? You do not ious forms, and one day it will suddenly be
not. You see? You are as Ignorant now as

cause you are always becoming ignorant of
know anything about it? (Laughter.) You Obvious.

then. You have understood nothing. Even it. In order to -carry it around in yourself,
I 11

if you had understood something it would h
-

have not grasped it. It has not become n any case, you sti have not the slight-' t en, you must confront it somehow. You
make no difference because you do not

knowledge. Exactly. You are entirely est knowledge Of what I am, what it is, what confront it through the Community,
h.

. know what it is. Do-you? . f

Ignorant of it. You know nothing about it, t IS IS. You do not know what it is at all, do through hearing it within the Community.
nor about anything else. It has always been you? To be without knowledge is also to be STUDENT: No. "\, In 'this way, always be reoriented to this Ob-

obvious to me that in your case nothing like ,

without certainty. The absence of certainty viousness, Not merely the obviousness that

knowledge was present. Now it is 'even ob- in the most positive sense is the sign of MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Well, what you do not know anything about what any-

vious to you. (Laughter.) It IS not that you
I

Ignorance. about it? Is this consideration at all illumin- thing is, but that whatever is is not anything
are stupid, you are. completely Ignorant. Knowledge is the illusion. What is know- ating? Could anything possibly be illumin- . about which anything can be known. There

(Laughter.) ledge? It is like a prize that no one ever re- ating? Have you. ever heard anything ii- "is no such knowledge, you see? Thus, you
You are in a Condition of complete Ig- ceives. Even ordinary knowledge is just "Iuminating? have no lrecourse to anything like super-

norance. You have been playing, acting, manufactured meanings', interpretations, STUDENT: No. knowledge ..

living, but you do not know what your ex-
... The;Self, Brahman, is this Ignorance, not

perience is. You do not know what -any- "something," not -the idea of knowledge

thing you do is: You are always thinking- It is eas_y to enlighten people, impossible to. make that you have in mind.jnot concepts like

there are all kinds of implications to think themchange.' "the Self on the right." What does Ig-
about-but you do not know what the - norance have to do with being on the right?
thinking is. Nothing arising is anything
about which there can be knowledge. There
is no such thing as knowledge. Knowledge
is merely the illusion at the end of seeking.
True Realization, on the other hand; is that
'all that seeking is fruitless, that there is no

knowledge that can ever be attained.
That very Ignorance is precisely your

Condition and the Condition of everything,
and you are completely free of the whole
affair. Insofar as it continues to arise you
can play it exactly as you likevKnowing the

consequences of the various kinds of
action, you can exercise preferences and it
will make rio difference whatsoever. You
will still know nothing about it. You will
know nothing more about the absolute ul
timate Divine Vision than you know about
this glass of water. You are and you always
will be completely Ignorant of what it is. It
may meari a lot, but you do not know what
these meanings are, You do not know what

they are, You see? You are completely Ig
norant. This is absolutely true, and that is
the Truth. (Laughter.)

"
... a SpiritualMaster and religious
genius of the ultimate degree."

-,

- KEN WILBER

STUDENT: Yes.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: You see?
That is exact ly your posit ion. You do not

know anything about it. You do not know
what it is, do you?

STUDENT: No,

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Exactly. That
is really your experience, is it not?

Critical acclaim about the new release,
THE DAWN HORSE TESTAMENT, and
Heart-Master Da Free John:

STUDENT: Yes.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: That is what

you are. You are Ignorant. That is the
Truth of all of this. You see, you have al

ways been Enlightened, bur' you do not

know anything' about it, do you?

STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: That is. it. Do
you see?

""';

STUDENT: Master,
(laughing).

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Nevertheless;
it-is true, enough in. the ordinary sense.

'There is only complete Ignorance, and yet
you are here. Whatever the ultimate signi
ficance of "you" is, in philosophical terms,
you are still completely Ignorant of it.
Therefore, you can bypass all of the argu
ment, all the consideration, all the philo
sophy, by Realizing that you are simply Ig
norant of It. Asking "Who am I?" as Ra
mana Maharshi recommended to his devo
tees is not a matter of finding out who" I"
am. It is a matter of Realizing that you are

completely Ignorant of who. "I'" is. The
"I" is not something about"which there can'.

be knowledge. The questions "Who am I?
What is it?" cannot be known. Yet. that Ig
norance is also Consciousness itself. This
Ignorance, this Consciousness is vour verv

Condition under all conditions. n'
.

don't know
things arising. It is not based on experience
at all. Your experience is complete Ig
norance. You. do not know what anything
is. It makes no difference what happens,
you still do not know anything about it. To
notice this with the full force of your being
is Enlightenment. It is only then that you
step out of the stream of experiencing, of'
knowledge. Knowledge cannot be summar
ized. It can only be completely undone in
the Realization of prior Ignorance. Thus,
there is no "high knowledge" that is mean
ingful. There is nothing like that. You
know nothing,
Enlightenment is so simple. It is only a

matter of Realizing this Ignorance. Realizing
Ignorance brings the entire complication of
this manifestation to an end even while it
continues. It does not become .single, it be-

.

comes a paradox, a Condition of which
there-is no knowledge whatsoever. Do 'you
know what I am talking about?

STUDENT: No, Master.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: What do you
think it would be like to hear something il

luminating? You do not know.
Are you and the person'next to you the

same person? (Laughter.) Do you really
know? Do you know? Do you know what

you are directly enough to differentiate it
from the person next to you?

STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: As a matter •

of fact you do 'not know anything about it.
You do not know what you are. Do you?
Exactly.

\ '

Could there possibly be any knowledge?

, STUDENT: No.

MASTER DA FREE JOHN: Exactly. I am

talking about Realizing this Ignorance, not
just thinking about it. Sadhana is essentially
the consideration of, this Argument until
there is enough free attention that it be
comes completely Obvious. The Argument


